
Article 51.  
To [Type A] of the secondary lung.  

1. Of hyperglycemic particles that share instance degree in [Motherן] Malfunction-p. Of its 
[sub] kinetic Gracity in chemical concentrations. Of its split divide.  

 
1. Estrogen. To unique falls of the membrane that collide with time to distinctively define 

certainties upon instance awareness under oxygen of unfulfilled oxidation through 
estrogen levels of carbon dioxide.  

 
Thé need to be free. Of its П° of (0°,0°) glucose kinetics. Équilatéral chemics.  
The difference of serotonin. By and in densities by particles Electromounted.  
Part 1. between Гp0[-5]^ subcology. Left eye.  
 

Particles adjustment weight to weight pressure under degrees of sound.  
 
Proportion R is q under velocity and around its instinctive reaction to carbon that time has to 
Matter. When particles are not distributed, nitrogen then replaces these proportions by degrees 
of fairness. The left eye is thé particular molecular [node] that uses these tools in Lessons A 
through 5 (a’(q) time over matter) Cr of hyfer kinetic effects of psychology; System 1.  
 
Nucleic réactions.  
Thé atrium. In unique instances divided sub particles between mixtures use [gYH] of heightened 
sensitivities between mirrored reflections upon instinctive degrees of psychological states of 
wellness. The difference between insecurity and states of pleasure.  
 
By and before these turn by axis, in True measurement, distinctive degrees must form under 
Formula A of axis rotations in hyferkinetic energy that manipulates by squares to its reciprocal 
state of being.  
 
The act of Kindness. Belongs to the caruncle in placement of the molecular proportion affected 
by malnutrient (failures) that hypothetical speaking can in turn adjust by force. Voice is a 
valuable nutrient to calcium as time is under gradient levels of saturation. By third eye I tracte of 
left to right filtrations of oxygen.  
 
The third eye, believes to be found in the hypothalamus of instinctive réflection upon its outer 
saturation, thé caruncle, by its Nucleus to 3/3 its energy - the hypothalamus 2 x 2. Thé caruncle 
is thé vacuum that exceeds to light by spectacle relationships to its cleansing processes. In turn 
rotation falls into and out as it loses saturation in all terms of fields.  
 
Thé living vessel, phosphate to phosphorus, in popcorn states of interim. The glass eye, refracts 
back to unknown Resources C before time its interval to calcium. Eye level. 3/3 it’s blue of its 
blood vessel (Instance c) squares at the hypothalamus to use its conjunctive weight over the left 
lung.  



 
In that in fluidity it floats. In equal buoyancy does the caruncle drive its helium ratios to conjoin 
metals perplexed by the stars until equal hyper activités of the heart adjoin in Subatomic 
cultures. Equal wellness.  
 
Therefore no energy can be equal to and under its 3rd degree but it’s proportion weight to 
instinctive nature by ⅗ of a chemical that inherits nitrogen through muscular weight upon height. 
Iodine to Calcium. And its nucleic states of mind.  
 
Lesson 2q.  
Aerial rotation to understand and Respect thé unique rotations of the heart and its work towards 
Rightful fulfillment. Hydronucleide.  

● Intervals. Upon faith, it’s lightening bolts show in 10x its weight to renewal system of 3/3 
the mind to chemical réfaction of ¾ the back’ to what is hypothermia.  

● Shows in shadows that replacement by interval squares itself upon atomic mass to 
create 1 nucleic reaction.  

● Oxygen upon its doses. To need and not to want. What found ventricles perhaps die 
before weight is concerned. Is in particles that relapse to time and reality is in and 
always in 2nd place.  

 
To what is birth.  


